Public Works
EQUIPMENT, PARTS, TOOLS & ACCESSORIES
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A FAMILY COMPANY SINCE 1967

We specialize in providing cleaning solutions. Being experts in
our field allows us to customize your cleaning package based
on your specific needs.

PUBLIC WORKS EQUIPMENT

ELECTRIC
STREET SWEEPERS

AIR & HYDRO EXCAVATORS

HYDRO JETTERS

SEWER & PIPELINE INSPECTION
SYSTEMS

SEWER & PIPELINE JET/VAC TRUCKS

STREET & PARKING LOT SWEEPERS

EQUIPMENT RENTALS
SHORT & LONG TERM

Cut fuel costs, emissions, and air
pollution with one of these 100%
Electric Street Sweepers. Without
sacriﬁcing performance, electric street
sweepers ﬁnally allow you to cleanly
clean – sweep the road without
dirtying the air with pollutants. Their
impressively quiet operation also
comes as a nice bonus!
You can now clean your streets with a
high-performance,
heavy-duty
sweeping system, aﬀordable, reliable
(with
cutting-edge
innovative
technology) – do it all while producing
ZERO EMISSIONS. Incredible feat of
engineering and drive!

ELECTRIC
STREET SWEEPERS

JETTING & SEWER NOZZLES

JETTING & VACUUM TOOLS

WE KNOW CLEAN

®

EQUIPMENT SERVICE &
MAINTENANCE

EQUIPMENT PARTS &
ACCESSORIES

BORTEKPWX.COM

100% PLUG-IN ELECTRIC

100% PLUG-IN ELECTRIC

MECHANCIAL STREET SWEEPER

MECHANCIAL STREET SWEEPER

THREE-WHEEL HEAVY-DUTY

You can now clean your streets with a
high-performance, heavy-duty sweeping system,
affordable, reliable (with cutting-edge innovative
technology) – do it all while producing ZERO
EMISSIONS. Incredible feat of engineering and
drive!
With travel speed of 25 mph and a battery
operational range of up to 11 hours, towns, villages
and large cities will be able to clean the streets
while protecting our environment and building a
cleaner future. At the end of the shift just plug in the
sweeper, charge the batteries and repeat and
sweep again.

FOUR-WHEEL HEAVY-DUTY CLASS 7

The Global M4 SuperCharged street sweeper is
built to take on the worst sweeping conditions such
as construction site clean up, foundries, and
highway sweeping.
Its compact design gives it exceptional
maneuverability, visibility, and operator comfort.
The M4 Supercharged comes with systems such as
the dirt conveyor overthrow system and the
elevator system to ensure smooth and even
material flow. This machine also offers sweeping
speeds up to 14 mph & travel speeds up to 65 mph.

100% PLUG-IN ELECTRIC

MINI SWEEPER

Dulevo’s first electric street sweeper has zero
emissions of CO2, zero harmful gases, and zero
dust re-introduced into the environment. And, its
maneuverability and compact size allow it to
sweep even narrow and crowded areas. 100%
electric, 100% performance: The Dulevo D.zero²
is a marvel of engineering. Unbelievable
performance, fully-electric, and incredibly
comfortable with all the quality, incredibly useful
sweeping features you’ve come to expect from
Dulevo. This is how you get the job done right.
Dulevo D.zero² means zero emissions of CO2,
zero harmful gases, and zero dust re-introduced
into the environment. And what’s more, its
electric motor means a drastic reduction in noise
emissions, enabling operators to work at night
without disturbing the peace.

COMPETITION

12.5’ Turning Radius
High-Performance Sweeping Package
Cab-Over Design with Unmatched Visibility
Large 47” Gutterbrooms Designed to Clean the Curb
Unmatched Access Sweeping Components Largest in
its Class; 5.6 Cubic Yard Hopper with Access Door
ZERO EMISSIONS and 9-11 Hours of Operational Time

18.5’ Turning Radius
High-Performance Sweeping Package
Cab-Over Design with Unmatched Visibility
Large 47” Gutterbrooms Designed to Clean the Curb
Unmatched Access Sweeping Components Largest in
its Class; 5.6 Cubic Yard Hopper with Access Door
ZERO EMISSIONS and 11 Hours of Operational Time

Maximum Speed: 15.5 mph
Hopper Capacity: 74 cu ft
Cleaning Path: 68-125”
Variable width sweeping- access everything
When exposed to sunlight, the windows tint to
ensure a comfortable operator
Large hopper can be dumped in standard dumpster

